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GLOSSARY
ACCOBAMS
Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans in
the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous
Atlantic Area

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

AFB
French Biodiversity Agency

MedPAN carried out important tasks in 2018.

CBD
Convention on Biological Diversity
COP
Conference of the Parties
CPMR
Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions
EEAC
European Environment and Sustainable Development
Advisory Councils
FFEM
French Fund for Global Environment
GFCM
General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean
ICZM
Integrated Coastal Zone Management
IUCN
International Union for Conservation of Nature
LIFE Platform
The Low Impact Fishers of Europe
MAP
Mediterranean Action Plan
MAPAMED
Database of Mediterranean sites of importance for
marine conservation
MedPAN
Mediterranean Protected Areas Network
MedWet
Mediterranean Wetlands Initiative
MoU
Memorandum of Understanding
MPA
Marine Protected Area
MSFD
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
NGO
Non-Governmental Organisation
PACA
Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur
PAP/RAC
Priority Actions Programme Regional Activity Centre
PIM
Mediterranean Small Islands Initiative
SBSTTA
Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and
Technological Advice
SCP/RAC
Regional Activity Center for Sustainable Consumption
and Production
SDG
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

This year has been a year of transition between the 2013-2017
strategy and the new 2019- 2023 and beyond strategy, which
was validated at the 2018 General Assembly. 2018 is therefore
a continuation of the actions started since 2013 and the
prefiguration of the actions of the future strategy.
In terms of knowledge, important work has started in order
to disseminate the main monitoring protocols for small-scale
fisheries and sea turtles to improve management. In terms
of experience-sharing, the year 2018 was marked by several
events on the theme of small-scale fisheries management
in MPAs, including the annual regional experience-sharing
workshop in Palma, Spain, the regional training in Telascica
in Croatia, an exchange visit to Torre Guaceto in Italy and also
a meeting of small-scale fishers and MPA managers in Jijel,
Algeria. The specific activities of the FishMPABlue2, DestiMED
and ACT4LITTER projects as well as activities of the projects
supported by MAVA Foundation on fisheries and sea turtles
were continued. Several projects were selected following the
Calls for Small Projects launched at the end of 2017. MedPAN
continued to support the initiative of the Trust Fund for
Mediterranean MPAs and represented Mediterranean MPAs at
the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological
Diversity and the various preparatory meetings that were
organized ahead of it. MedPAN also continued its collaboration
with other regional networks of MPA managers as part of
the Transatlantic MPA project supported by the European
Commission.
Finally, the process to develop the new General Strategy and
Financial Strategy of MedPAN for the period 2019- 2023 and
beyond, was successfully conducted. The new Strategy was
finally approved at the end of 2018 at the General Assembly.
This report outlines the extent of our programme of activities.
I invite you to review the details of the work accomplished in
2018.
We count on your collaboration to move forward together,
towards the consolidation of an effective network of MPAs in the
Mediterranean.

SOI
Sustainable Ocean Initiative
SPA/RAC
Regional Activity Centre for Specially Protected Areas
UfM
Union for the Mediterranean

Purificació Canals, MedPAN Chairwoman

UN Environment
United Nations Environment Programme
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POSITIONING OF THE MEDPAN NETWORK
The Network aims to contribute to the
implementation of CBD’s Aichi Target
11, the SDG 14 of the United Nations,
the Barcelona Convention, especially
its Protocol on Specially Protected
Areas and Biological Diversity in the
Mediterranean (Barcelona, 1995),
and of other regional instruments
(ACCOBAMS, GFCM, etc.). It also
contributes to the implementation
of various EU policies (Habitats and
Birds Directives, especially the Natura
2000 network at sea, Marine Strategy
Framework Directive, the new Common
Fisheries Policy, the new Directive for
Maritime Spatial Planning, etc.).

The Network has the status of NGO
and observer to the Mediterranean
Action Plan (UN Environment/MAP).
The Network is also an observer to
ACCOBAMS, UNFCCC, CBD, UN SDGs
and GFCM.
The MedPAN Network works closely with
SPA/RAC, which is the implementing
agency of the Barcelona Convention
for Specially Protected Areas in the
Mediterranean.
The Network also works with several
other regional partners in the
Mediterranean for the implementation
of its actions: WWF France and WWF
Mediterranean, IUCN Centre for
Mediterranean Cooperation, the French
Biodiversity Agency, PIM Initiative and
Conservatoire du littoral, AdriaPAN,

etc. The network has also developed
collaborations with other partners such
as PANACeA (horizonal project of the
Interreg MED Programme), the Union
for the Mediterranean (Environment
Task Force), CPMR’s Intermediterranean
Commission, MedWet and Tour du Valat,
Plan Bleu and PAP/RAC.
As part of its actions on small-scale
fisheries in MPAs, the network has
initiated a strong partnership with the
LIFE Platform and the Maghreb Platform
for Artisanal Fisheries.
Finally, MedPAN is developing strong
collaborations with other regional
networks of MPA managers beyond the
Mediterranean (RAMPAO, CaMPAM,
NAMPAN).

MEDPAN DONORS IN 2018
In 2018, the Organisation received
support from MAVA Foundation, the
French Fund for Global Environment
(FFEM), the French Biodiversity Agency,
Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation,
the French department of Bouches du
Rhône and the City of Marseille.
Furthermore, MedPAN is a beneficiary
of 3 projects of the Interreg MED
Programme (« FishMPABlue 2 »,
« DestiMED », « ACT4LITTER ») as well
as one project financed by the European
Commission and coordinated by UN
Environment/MAP (« MedMPA Network »
project)

*

* PNUE/PAM à travers le projet “MedMPA network” financé par l’Union Européenne
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MEMBERS AND PARTNERS
The specificity of MedPAN is the fact that its members and
partners are mostly public organisations (72 organisations out
of 113). The other members and partners have either a private
status or are international organisations.

One hundred thirteen organisations from 19 Mediterranean
countries were part of MedPAN in 2018 as members (66) or
partners (47). These figures include the 8 founding members of
the organisation. These organisations are
responsible for managing nearly 100 Marine Protected Areas
in the Mediterranean (national parks, marine parks, Natura
2000 sites at sea, regional parks, and many other designations),
which represent more than 60% of the Mediterranean MPAs
with a management body.

SLOVENIE

> 2 membres
> 1 partenaires

MONACO

FRANCE

> 11 membres
> 10 partenaires

CROATIE

> 1 membre
> 1 partenaire

> 9 membres
> 2 partenaires

MONTENEGRO
ITALIE

ESPAGNE

> 22 membres
> 6 partenaires

> 5 membres
> 4 partenaires

> 2 partenaires

ALBANIE

> 1 membre
> 4 partenaires

TURQUIE

> 1 membre
> 3 partenaires

GRECE

> 5 membres
> 1 partenaire

TUNISIE

ALGERIE

MAROC

> 4 membres
> 3 partenaires

> 3 partenaires

> 3 partenaires

CHYPRE

> 1 membre

> 2 membres
> 1 partenaire

> 1 partenaire

EGYPTE

> 1 membre

LÉGENDE
AMP de statut national
Sites Natura 2000 en mer
Sanctuaire Pelagos pour les mammifères marins
AMP en projet
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LIBAN

MALTE

LIBYE

> 1 partenaire

ISRAEL

> 1 membre
> 1 partenaire

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE MEDPAN SECRETARIAT
AND MEDITERRANEAN MPAS
In 2018, the MedPAN Secretariat developed various interactions with the Mediterranean MPAs, through a support to the
management of MPAs, an active participation of MPAs in the activities of the network (regional training, fishermen and MPA
meetings, exchange visits, annual regional workshop, Board of Directors, Interreg MED Programme projects, working group on
marine turtles, Call for Small Projects, etc.).
MPAs concerned are:

Albania
> Karaburuni-Sazani MPA

Algeria
> Taza National Park
> Gouraya National Park
> Iles Habibas Marine Nature Reserve

Cyprus
> Lara Toxeftra MPA
© M.MABARI / MedPAN

> Kakoskali MPA

Croatia
> Brijuni National Park
> Telašćica National Park
> Lastovo Islands National Park

Egypt
> Sallum MPA

Spain
> Cabrera National Park
> Marine Reserve of Es Freus
> Cap de Creus National Park
> National Parks Autonomous Agency
(OAPN) – Ministry of Agriculture, Food
and Environment

France
> Natura 2000 site of Posidonia in Cap
d’Agde, City of Agde
> Port-Cros National Park
> Calanques National Park

Greece

Montenegro

> Zakynthos Marine National Park

> Future MPAs

Israel

Slovenia

> MPAs managed by the Nature and
Parks Authority

Italy
> Torre Guaceto MPA
> Torre del Cerrano MPA
> Portofino MPA
> Pelagie Islands MPA

Lebanon

> Strunjan National Park
> Institute of the Republic of Slovenia
for Nature Conservation

Tunisia
> MPAs of Tunisia

Turkey
> Gökova Specially Protected Area

> Palm Islands Natural Reserve
> Tyre Coast Nature Reserve

> Scandola Natural Reserve
> Côte Bleue Marine Park
> Bonifacio Reserve
> Camargue Regional Park
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MEDPAN AND ONGOING
MEDITERRANEAN PROJECTS
The MedPAN network coordinates its
activities with other currently ongoing
projects in the Mediterranean, led by
various partners including SPA/RAC,
IUCN Med, WWF Mediterranean, PIM
Initiative and Conservatoire du littoral, as
well as the horizontal project PANACeA
(Interreg MED Programme), PAP/RAC,
MedWet and Tour du Valat, as well as
Plan Bleu.
This collaboration creates synergies
between different regional partners
to pool resources. MedPAN also
coordinates a new joint project called
COGITO “Strengthening the integrated
and sustainable

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

management of coastal, insular
and marine protected areas in the
Mediterranean” to be conducted in 20182021 with Conservatoire du Littoral, PIM
Initiative and WWF Mediterranean. This
project, which follows a previous project
conducted in 2013-2017, is supported

8
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by FFEM and is co-financed by several
other donors. This project targets the
following pilot sites: the 7 sites already
supported in the previous project, i.e.
Taza National Park, and Habibas Islands
in Algeria, Galite, Zembra Archipelago
and Cap Bon Peninsula, Kuriat Islands
and Monastir Bay in Tunisia, Kaş-Kekova
SEPA in Turkey, Essaouira Archipelago in
Morocco. 10 new sites are added to these
sites: Gouraya and El Kala National
Parks in Algeria, Gremdi, Roumadiya,
Sefnou and Tabarka Islands in Tunisia,
Palm Islands in Lebanon, Sazani Island,
Karaburun-Sazan Marine Park and
Vlora Bay, and Cape Rodonit and Lalzi
Bay in Albania, Jebel Moussa and Nador
Lagoon in Morocco, Ayvalik Nature Park
in Turkey.
MedPAN continued its contribution
to the "MedMPA Network" project,
funded by the European Commission
and coordinated by UN Environment/

MAP with the participation of WWF
Mediterranean and SPA/RAC. Several
pilot sites are concerned by this project
through the actions led by WWF and
SPA/RAC: two marine areas in Lebanon
that could become MPAs in the future,
the MPA of Sallum Bay (Egypt), Jebel
Moussa area (Morocco), North-Eastern
Kerkennah Islands (Tunisia).
MedPAN participates in 3 Interreg MED
projects involving several partners:
FishMPABlue2, DestiMED and
ACT4LITTER.
FishMPABlue 2 is the continuation of
the FishMPABlue project (July 2014June 2015). FishMPABlue conducted
an analysis of artisanal fisheries
management in and around MPAs, and
proposed an innovative governance
toolkit to strengthen MPA management
capacity. FishMPABlue2 aims to test this
toolbox to demonstrate its effectiveness.
FishMPABlue2 project concerns 11 pilot

The ACT4LITTER project aims to
facilitate efforts to combat marine litter
in Mediterranean MPAs by developing
effective and targeted measures to
achieve their conservation objectives
through an ecosystem-based approach.
In the ACT4LITTER, several MPAs will
be associated: the sites to be declared
as MPAs in Montenegro, Miramare MPA,
Portofino MPA and the Natura 2000
Site of Litorale di Porto d'Ascoli (Italy),
Samaria National Park and AxiosLoudias Park (Greece), Lastovo Islands
Nature Park and Kornati National Park
(Croatia), Strunjan Landscape Park
(Slovenia), Albania, Cap Ferrat Natura
2000 site and the City of Marseille
(France), Cyprus, marine reserves and
MPAs of Andalusia (Spain).
As part of MAVA Foundation's strategy,
MedPAN contributed to the strategic
axes on fisheries, coastal wetlands and
related marine habitats, and marine
turtles. For this strategy, MedPAN is
involved alongside Sinis MPA (Italy)
and Zakynthos Marine National Park
(Greece).

© M.LANG / MedPAN
© M.MABARI / MedPAN

DestiMED aims to build the
preconditions for the creation of a DMO
(Destination Management Organisation)
in the Mediterranean, which will
harmonise quality standards and tools
to monitor compliance and provide
attractive ecotourism offers. In the
DestiMED project, 13 pilot sites have
been established in 6 countries (Albania,
Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, Spain).
MedPAN is more specifically in charge
of monitoring actions on two pilot sites:
Calanques National Park and Camargue
Regional Park (France).

© M.LANG / MedPAN

sites from 6 European countries: Es
Freus and Cabo de Palos (Spain), Cap
Roux, the Bouches de Bonifacio Nature
Reserve and Côte Bleue (France), Torre
Guaceto, Egadi Islands and Portofino
(Italy), Telascica Nature Park (Croatia),
Strunjan Park (Slovenia), and Zakynthos
Park (Greece).

ASSESSMENT
OF THE 2018
ACTIVITIES
OF THE
ORGANISATION
2018 was marked by the development
and finalization of MedPAN's new
General Strategy and Financial
Strategy for 2019-2023 and beyond.
This year has been a year of transition
between the 2013-2017 strategy
and the new 2019-2023 and beyond
strategy, which was validated at
the 2018 General Assembly. 2018 is
therefore a continuation of the actions
started since 2013 and the prefiguration
of the actions of the future strategy.
The 2018 Action Plan was implemented
by the MedPAN Secretariat, which
also relied on the skills of MedPAN
members and partners. The
organisation conducted specific
activities in close partnership with SPA/
RAC, WWF Mediterranean, IUCN Med,
GFCM, ACCOBAMS, Conservatoire du
Littoral, PIM initiative, AFB and other
strategic partners. The members of
the MedPAN Board of Directors largely
contributed to the implementation of all
activities in 2018. MedPAN’s Scientific
Committee and Advisory Committee
also contributed especially to the
new Strategy. The various steering
committees (regional experiencesharing workshop and regional training
on small-scale fisheries, fisheries
and MPAs meeting in Jijel, group of
associated partners and steering
committee of ACT4LITTER project,
steering committee of FishMPABlue2
project, steering committee of
DestiMED project, steering committee
of COGITO) as well as the MPAs working
group on marine turtles made it
possible to guide the actions of the
Network in the best possible way for
their effective implementation.
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STRATEGIC
AXIS

1

BEING A NETWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE,
INFORMATION, ANTICIPATION AND
SYNTHESIS
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 1

Provide information on MPAs and the status of the
network to contribute to support the creation of MPAs
and to maintain the network of MPAs
MAPAMED database and
Status of the MPAs in the
Mediterranean
MedPAN and SPA/RAC exchanged on an
MoU concerning the MAPAMED database
as well as the terms of reference for its
online viewing.
In partnership with AFB, a data collection
on MPAs from 4 European countries
(France, Italy, Spain, Malta) was conducted
as part of the SIMWESTMED project.
These data included governance bodies,
key habitats and species, pressures and
regulations.

The finalisation of the Status report of
Mediterranean MPAs has been postponed
to 2019 in order to clarify certain
elements integrated into the report. The
analysis sheets on the evolution of MPAs
in 3 Mediterranean countries will also be
finalized in 2019.

Knowledge of the services
provided by MPAs
The analysis of the socio-economic
benefits of 3 pilot MPAs was postponed
to 2019.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 2

Carry-out a multi-thematic scientific information
watch useful for the network

© xx

Thanks to the scientific watch on MPAs
conducted by a consultant (Diego
Kersting), various scientific articles could
be incorporated to the monthly MedPAN
newsletter and published on the website.
Two special publications were also
released on Blue Carbon and on mobile
species.
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BEING A NETWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION, ANTICIPATION
AND SYNTHESIS
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STRATEGIC AXIS 1

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 3

Give support to strengthen inventories and monitoring actions in and around MPAs
Development of inventories on
MPAs
With the support of a provider (GIS
Posidonia) MedPAN produced a guide to
gather monitoring protocols related to
small-scale fisheries in MPAs.
With the support of a provider (Centro
Studi Cetacei) and the support of the
MPA working group on marine turtles,
MedPAN produced a cooperation charter
and a guide for marine turtle monitoring
by MPAs.
MedPAN also conducted, with the
support of a provider (Shoreline and
Mydas), an ecological and socioeconomic data collection on 4 pilot
MPAs and the centralisation of existing
knowledge in terms of habitat and
fisheries mapping in Mediterranean
MPAs.
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The Network as an observatory
MedPAN is an associated partner in the
project on climate change and MPAs
(MPA-Adapt) coordinated by IUCN Med.

MPAs and marine spatial
planning / Integrated Coastal
Zone Management / Ecosystem
Approach in the Mediterranean
MedPAN contributed to the
"Pharos4MPAs" project led by WWF
France as part of the Interreg MED
programme on Marine Spatial Planning
and MPAs, and in particular to the
working group on small-scale fisheries.
This project will make it possible to
formulate the key recommendations
of Mediterranean MPAs on various
maritime sectors (aquaculture,
fishing, offshore wind energy, maritime
transport, cruise industry, boating,
diving, recreational fishing, etc.).

MedPAN supports Wissem Seddik's
thesis proposal on Marine Spatial
Planning and MPAs.
MedPAN coordinated the finalization
and launch of the new project "COGITO",
supported by FFEM and implemented in
collaboration with WWF Mediterranean,
the Mediterranean PIM Initiative and
Conservatoire du Littoral on comanagement of coastal, insular and
marine sites with an ICZM approach.
MedPAN is a partner of MAVA
Foundation's strategy on coastal
wetlands and related marine habitats,
with 3 initiatives: one on communication
led by MedWet, one on governance led
by PAP/RAC, and one on the pilot site of
Oristano in Sardinia led by the MedSea
Foundation.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 4

Foster the link between researchers and managers, innovation within MPAs and
capitalise

Some scientists contributed to prepare
the guide about monitoring protocols
on small-scale fisheries and on marine
turtles in MPAs.
In connection with the Interreg MED
ACT4LITTER project, a methodology was
developed to compile a list of marine
litter management measures for MPAs
in collaboration with the scientific
partners of the project.
Within the FishMPABlue2 project, the
project's scientific partners supervised
the monitoring carried out on the
project's pilot sites.

MedPAN also contributed to the
preparation of a science and
management workshop organised by
WWF in early 2019.
MedPAN is a partner of the Fish Forum
(fisheries science) organised by the
GFCM.

MedPAN Scientific Committee
The MedPAN Scientific Committee did
not meet in 2018 but contributed to
the development of the new MedPAN
Strategy.

Facilitate meetings between
researchers and managers
MedPAN developed connections
with scientific institutions working
on MPAs in the Mediterranean and
followed the progress of several
research programmes related to
MPAs in the Mediterranean, including
the participation in several scientific
meetings and conferences (e.g. Fish
Forum of GFCM).

© xxx

During the events on small-scale
fisheries in MPAs (exchange visits,
workshops, meetings, training), several
scientists exchanged with managers and
fishermen.

Innovation and experimentation
MedPAN gathered the results of existing
innovations and experiments within the
MPA network and among its partners,
and published them in the MedPAN
newsletter.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

Several scientists were associated to
develop the recommendations of the
Pharos4MPAs project.
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STRATEGIC
AXIS

2

REINFORCE THE VITALITY OF THE NETWORK,
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN MEMBERS AND BUILD
THEIR CAPACITY FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
OF MPAS

1

1. xx © xx
2,3,4,5. xx © xx

2

3

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 © M.MABARI / MedPAN
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 1

Optimise the managers’ capacity-building scheme and
reinforce interactivity and mutual learning between MPA professionals
Regional platform to coordinate
the capacity-building strategy

Strengthen managers
interactions

MedPAN continues to coordinate the
steering committee, initiated in 2016,
to supervise the feasibility study of a
future permanent training mechanism
for MPAs in the Mediterranean.
MedPAN conducted, with the support
of a consultant (Andrea Serpagli), the
feasibility study of this mechanism and in
particular its financing plan.

In February 2018, MedPAN organised
in Jijel (Algeria) a regional meeting of
small-scale fishers and Mediterranean
MPA managers, with several partners
(Algerian Ministry of Agriculture, Rural
Development and Fisheries, the General
Directorate of Fisheries and Aquaculture,
Taza National Park, LIFE Platform (Low
Impact Fishers of Europe), the Maghreb
Platform for Artisanal Fisheries,
the Algerian Network of Artisanal
Fishermen’s Associations, WWF).
In collaboration with Torre Guaceto
MPA, MedPAN organised an exchange
visit on small-scale fisheries in Torre
Guaceto (Italy) in June 2018 as well as
a meeting of the MPA working group on
marine turtles on this occasion.

MedPAN also helped to identify MPA
managers who are interested in
following the regional training organised
by ACCOBAMS about the databases and
the promotion of the data collected by
MPAs on cetaceans.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

The trial training sessions will be
organised in 2019.

MedPAN organised a regional
experience-sharing workshop in
November 2018 in Palma (Spain)
on small-scale fisheries in MPAs.
The workshop – which is also the
FishMPABlue2 project’s regional
conference – was organised with all
project partners. An exchange visit was
also organised on this occasion.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

The assessment of the MPAs’ needs is
postponed to 2019.

In October 2018, in collaboration with
Telascica Park, MedPAN organised a
regional training workshop on smallscale fisheries in Telascica (Croatia),
as well as an exchange visit on this
occasion. The training was prepared with
the support of a provider (Mydas).
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STRATEGIC AXIS 2

REINFORCE THE VITALITY OF THE NETWORK, THE INTERACTIVITY BETWEEN
MEMBERS AND BUILD THEIR CAPACITY FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF
MPAS IN CONNECTION WITH THE OTHER STAKEHOLDERS IN THE TERRITORY

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 2

Give direct support to actions carried out by MPAs
MedPAN supports the Maristanis project
led by MedSea Foundation on integrated
management on the pilot site of Oristano
in Sardinia, with the participation of Sinis
MPA. This project is supported by MAVA
Foundation as part of its strategy on
wetlands and related marine habitats.

Calls for Small Projects
The full report on the capitalisation of the
2014-2016 Call for Small Projects’ results
was finalised and published.

> On fisheries management (3 projects
selected in Albania, Cyprus and
Montenegro), marine turtles (2
projects selected in Italy and Lebanon)
and other topics related to MPA
management (2 projects selected
in Croatia and Spain), supported by
MAVA Foundation and Prince Albert II
of Monaco Foundation.
New Calls for Small Projects were
launched at the end of 2018; the projects
will be selected in early 2019.

© M.LANG / MedPAN

MedPAN selected the small projects via
the calls launched at the end of 2017:
> On sustainable financing mechanisms
(3 projects selected in Algeria, Egypt
and Lebanon) and on communication
tools for MPAs (projects 4 selected
in Algeria, Egypt and Lebanon),
supported by the "MedMPA Network"
project, funded by the European
Commission and coordinated by UN
Environment/ MAP.

Mediterranean Sea
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2018-2021 COGITO Project "Strengthening Integrated and
Sustainable Management of Coastal, Insular and Marine Areas and
MPAs in the Mediterranean"
This project is led by MedPAN, Conservatoire du Littoral, PIM initiative and WWF
Mediterranean. The aim is to support and consolidate the integrated management and
resilience process of the coastal, insular and marine areas of the Mediterranean, for
the benefit of ecosystems and local communities, while integrating co-management
issues of targeted areas, in order to replicate them in the long term, on a larger scale.
This project, implemented over the period 2018-2021, received support from FFEM and
is co-financed by several other donors.
The specific objectives of the project are the following:
> Consolidating the pilot initiatives of the previous project and supporting new pilot
sites for the co-management of coastal, insular and marine areas.
> Building the capacities of institutions, site managers and their partners.
> Developing advocacy and awareness-raising for integrated co-management at
national, regional and international levels.
> Developing and enhancing scientific knowledge to support management and policy.
> Optimizing the synergy between partners and coordinating the project activities.
The project targets in particular the following pilot sites: the 7 sites already supported
in the previous project, i.e. Taza National Park, and Habibas Islands in Algeria, Galite,
Zembra Archipelago and Cap Bon Peninsula, Kuriat Islands and Monastir Bay in
Tunisia, Kaş-Kekova SEPA in Turkey, Essaouira Archipelago in Morocco. 10 new sites
are added to these sites: Gouraya and El Kala National Parks in Algeria, Gremdi,
Roumadiya, Sefnou and Tabarka Islands in Tunisia, Palm Islands in Lebanon, Sazani
Island, Karaburun-Sazan Marine Park and Vlora Bay, and Cape Rodonit and Lalzi Bay
in Albania, Jebel Moussa and Nador Lagoon in Morocco, Ayvalik Nature Park in Turkey.
The first annual Steering Committee of the project was held during MedPAN’s regional
workshop in Spain in November 2018.

MedMPA Network Project: " Towards an ecologically representative
and efficiently managed network of Mediterranean Marine Protected
Areas", 2016-2019
This project is carried out by MedPAN, SPA/RAC and WWF Mediterranean. It is
coordinated by UN Environment/MAP and funded by the European Commission - DG
NEAR B (Regional Programmes Neighbourhood South). The overall objective of this
project is to contribute to achieving a connected, ecologically representative, effectively
managed and monitored network of MPAs in the Mediterranean which ensures the
long term conservation of key elements of the marine biodiversity and gives significant
support to the sustainable development of this region.
This project covers the period of January 2016 until September 2019 (approved
extension of the project), with a budget of 3.000.000 €. It builds on the achievements
of the MedPartnership Project and ensures the continuity of activities at regional and
national levels, and contributes to the implementation of the Barcelona Convention by
strengthening biodiversity in the Mediterranean.
The pilot sites involved in the project through the activities of WWF and SPA/RAC are
the following: two marine areas in Lebanon that could become MPAs in the future, the
MPA of Sallum Bay (Egypt), Jebel Moussa area (Morocco), North-Eastern Kerkennah
Islands (Tunisia). In addition, several sites are also supported through the specific Call
for Small Projects launched by MedPAN at the end of 2017 on sustainable financing
and communication of MPAs.
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STRATEGIC AXIS 2

REINFORCE THE VITALITY OF THE NETWORK, THE INTERACTIVITY BETWEEN
MEMBERS AND BUILD THEIR CAPACITY FOR AN EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF
MPAS IN CONNECTION WITH THE OTHER STAKEHOLDERS IN THE TERRITORY

Interreg MED Project FishMPABlue2: Fisheries governance in MPAs Potentialities for Blue Economy, 2016-2019
The project is carried out by Federparchi in partnership with MedPAN, CoNISMa,
WWF Adria, the University of Nice Sophia Antipolis, WWF Mediterranean, IUCN Med
and APAM (Association of Var actors for small-scale coastal fishing and sustainable
maritime activities). This is a 36-month project with a budget of 3.000.000 €.

Site web:
FISHMPABLUE2-med.eu

11 pilot sites from 6 European countries will be involved: Es Freus and Cabo de Palos
(Spain), Cap Roux, the Bouches de Bonifacio Nature Reserve and Côte Bleue Marine
Park (France), Torre Guaceto, Egadi Islands and Portofino (Italy), Telascica Nature Park
(Croatia), Strunjan Park (Slovenia), and Zakynthos Park (Greece).
MedPAN is in charge of coordinating the pilot activites in Bonifacio Nature Reserve
and Côte Bleue Marine Park (France). MedPAN also supervises the transfer of the
project achievements through the organisation of three exchange visits, one training,
one workshop in 2018 on the subject as well as the setting up of an online exchange
platform.

Interreg MED Project "DestiMED: Mediterranean Ecotourism
Destination: 2016 - 2019
The DestiMED Project brings together 13 marine or coastal protected areas to develop,
manage and collectively promote ecotourism across the Mediterranean region. This
project aims to develop the prerequisites for the creation of a destination management
organization, which will allow to manage and promote the Mediterranean destination
on the tourism market. Thanks to this standards in ecotourism as well as monitoring
tools to measure and improve the sustainability and quality of ecotourism in protected
areas in the Mediterranean are developed and tested. The project is led by the
Lazio Region in partnership with MedPAN, WWF Adria, WWF Mediterranean, IUCN
Med, Federparchi and the National Agency for Protected Areas in Albania. This is
a 30-month project with a budget of 2 125 000 €. Thirteen pilot actions are being
implemented in 6 Mediterranean countries (Albania, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy,
Spain). MedPAN is in charge of coordinating pilot actions in the Park national des
Calanques and the Parc naturel régional de la Camargue (France). MedPAN is also in
charge of developing a methodological guide that will allow managers of MPA to plan,
promote and develop ecotourism activities through the DestiMED approach; this guide
will be finalized in 2019.

Site web:
destimed.interreg-med.eu

Interreg MED ACT4LITTER Project "Joint measures to preserve
natural ecosystems from marine litter in Mediterranean Protected
Areas", 2017-2018
The project is carried out by the Regional Activity Center for Sustainable Consumption
and Production in partnership with MedPAN, the Andalusian Institute of Technology,
the Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies, and the Mediterranean Information
Office for Environment, Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE). It is an
18-month project (an extension was requested), with a budget of 600.000 €.

site web:
act4litter.interreg-med.eu

There are several MPAs in the group of associated partners, coordinated by MedPAN:
the future MPAs in Montenegro, Miramare MPA, Portofino MPA and the Natura 2000
Site of Litorale di Porto d'Ascoli (Italy), Samaria National Park and Axios-Loudias Park
(Greece), Lastovo Islands Nature Park and Kornati National Park (Croatia), Strunjan
Landscape Park (Slovenia), Albania, Cap Ferrat Natura 2000 site and the City of
Marseille (France), Cyprus, marine reserves and MPAs of Andalusia (Spain).
The final conference of the project took place in 2018 in Brussels.

Project funding opportunities watch
MedPAN carried out for its members a watch on funding opportunities for MPAs.
MedPAN also launched a Call for expressions of interest towards French MPAs in order to submit project ideas to the PUR Project.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 3

Sustain the network, inform on the network current events and
on topics relevant for MPA managers
MedPAN Network
communication
A new MedPAN website is under
preparation (terms of reference under
development) and will be finalized in
2019. The temporary website, developed
since summer 2017, is currently offered
by MedPAN.
Several MedPAN e-newsletters were
published with a specific section for
scientific news (related to the scientific
watch). 2 thematic scientific newsletters
were published on Blue Carbon and
mobile species.

The newsletter mailing list was updated
and has a total of 6.937 contacts.
The reflection on a future communication
tool about the benefits of fully protected
areas continued during MedPAN’s
annual regional workshop on smallscale fisheries management in MPAs.
This tool will be developed in 2019 and
will target decision-makers, fishermen
and managers.

On the occasion of international events,
including the Conference of the Parties
of the CBD, several communication tools
were updated: MedPAN brochure and
the brochure on regional MPA networks
around the world.

Two guides were produced: a guide on
monitoring protocols for small-scale
fisheries in MPAs and a guide on sea
turtle monitoring by MPAs.
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STRATEGIC
AXIS

3

REINFORCE THE MEDPAN NETWORK’S
SUSTAINABILITY, PROMINENCE,
GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES
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1 © MedPAN
2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 © M.MABARI / MedPAN

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 1

Ensure the MedPAN's network representation and visibility

MedPAN represented the MPA network
in meetings relevant for its activities
(e.g. preparatory meetings of the COP of
the CBD, European and Mediterranean
conferences).

When MedPAN (either the Secretariat,
or the Board of Directors or members
or partners) attend meetings and
conferences at national, European,
Mediterranean and International levels,
it has the following purposes:
> Increase awareness on the needs
and specificities of MPAs in the
Mediterranean,
> Provide feedback on experiences
from the ground in MPAs to better
influence political decisions,
> Promote success stories within
Mediterranean MPAs,
> Communicate on the added value of
the network of MPA managers in the
Mediterranean, and of networks of
MPA managers in general,

> Strengthen political commitments
and financing towards MPAs,
> Gain knowledge about on-going or
new initiatives to inform MPAs in the
Mediterranean,
> Launch new initiatives with
partners to support MPAs, in the
Mediterranean or on a larger scale,
> Share the experiences and skills of
MedPAN as a network,
> Find new opportunities to fund
MPAs or the networking activities of
MedPAN.
Here are the main meetings that
MedPAN attended with main objectives
and outcomes for Mediterranean MPAs:

> Influence decisions in the interest of
MPAs in the Mediterranean,

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

Prioritise areas of intervention
and communicate
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REINFORCE THE MEDPAN NETWORK’S SUSTAINABILITY,
PROMINENCE, GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES

At the Mediterranean level:
> Union for the Mediterranean’s
Environment Task Force to promote
the recognition of the importance of
MPA management.
> Strategic meetings organised by
MAVA Foundation on fisheries and
marine turtles; these meetings aim
to create synergies between regional
partners.
> General Assembly, Board of
Directors and technical meetings of
the Association for the Sustainable
Financing of MPAs in the
Mediterranean (M2PA) which supports
the initiative of an environmental fund
for Mediterranean MPAs.
> MedPAN contributed to the GFCM
high-level meeting on small-scale
fisheries. The aim was to share the
recommendations of the meetings
organised by MedPAN on smallscale fisheries and Mediterranean
MPAs and to include these
recommendations in the regional
action plan for small-scale fisheries
in the Mediterranean.
> MedPAN also participated in the 6th
Mediterranean Conference on marine
turtles.

At the European level:
> Meetings for FishMPABlue2,
DestiMED and ACT4LITTER projects
of Interreg MED to monitor the
activities of the partnerships.
Meetings for the PANACeA horizontal
project, within the framework of the
Interreg MED programme, to create
a Mediterranean community of
protected areas.
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Below are the main meetings that
MedPAN attended with their objectives
and outcomes for Mediterranean MPAs:

> MedPAN contributed to the
Natura 2000 Marine Biogeographic
Seminar organized by the European
Commission.

At the international level:
> Final conference of the Transatlantic
Partnership project, in order to make
recommendations for the future
about cooperation between regional
networks of MPA managers.

© MedPAN

STRATEGIC AXIS 3

> CBD Conference of the Parties and
preparatory meetings (expert meeting
on MPAs, SBSTTA) to help enhance
the role of MPA managers’ networks
to accelerate the achievement of Aichi
Target 11 and to contribute to the
debate on post-Aichi goals.

The full list of meetings and conferences
in which MedPAN participated in 2018 is
available in the appendix.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 2

Unite, lead and strengthen the partnerships of the
MedPAN organisation
MedPAN Advisory Committee

Partnership development

MedPAN organised the Advisory
Committee meeting to mobilise key
strategic partners and contribute to
MedPAN’s Strategy for 2019-2023 and
beyond.

MedPAN strengthened its existing
partnerships (SPA/RAC, GFCM, IUCN
Med, WWF Mediterranean, Conservatoire
du Littoral, Mediterranean PIM Initiative,
French Biodiversity Agency, PANACeA,
City of Marseille).
MedPAN also had several exchanges
with MedWet and PAP/RAC as part of
MAVA Foundation's strategy on wetlands
and related marine habitats.
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As part of its actions on small-scale
fisheries in MPAs, the Network initiated
a new partnership with LIFE Platform
and the Maghreb Platform for Artisanal
Fishermen.
MedPAN finalised the joint strategy
with other regional networks of
MPA managers (CaMPAM, RAMPAO,
NAMPAN) as part of the Transatlantic
Partnership project, especially during
the final conference of the project. The
project’s second phase started in 2018.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 3

Strengthen MedPAN Network’s governance and the
operation of the Secretariat
Development of MedPAN’s
General Strategy and Financial
Strategy
Following the process conducted in
2017 (brainstorming workshop in
Villanova, 2017 General Assembly,
online assessment of the previous
Strategy), and with the support of
a consultant (Arturo Lopez) and a
provider (Foundation of Success), the
new General Strategy was drafted. The
Financial Strategy was also drafted
following the same process and with
the support of a provider (Vertigo Lab).
These documents were submitted to the
Board of Directors, then to the Advisory
Committee, Scientific Committee,
several international experts, and finally
to the review of MedPAN members and
partners before final validation at the
2018 General Assembly.

Establish “Expert Committees”
to support technically the
activities of the Network
> Several committees were established:
> steering committee to prepare a
regular programme of operational
training for MPAs steering committee
of COGITO project
> steering committee of the regional
experience-sharing workshop and of
the regional training on small-scale
fisheries
> steering committee for the regional
meetings on fisheries and MPAs
(Jijel, February) group of associated
partners and steering committee of
ACT4LITTER project
> steering committee of FishMPABlue2
project steering committee of
DestiMED project
> The MPA working group on marine
turtles also met.
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STRATEGIC AXIS 3

REINFORCE THE MEDPAN NETWORK’S SUSTAINABILITY,
PROMINENCE, GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES

Consolidate the MedPAN
Secretariat
Marie Romani
Executive Secretary

The Secretariat is formed by:
> Marie Romani, Executive Secretary,
replaced by Marta Sostres during 5
months of maternity leave,
> Magali Mabari, Communications
Officer,
> Pierre Vignes, MPA Support Manager,

Georges Boulos
Administrative and
Financial Officer

> Georges Boulos, Financial Officer,
> Chloë Webster, Scientific Officer, left
MedPAN in June 2018,
> Marianne Lang, Project Officer,
replaced by Irene Morell for 3 months
of maternity leave in 2018 (and
continued for 2.5 months beginning in
2019).

Chloë Webster
Scientific Officer

> Reda Neveu, the new Database
Management Officer joined the
MedPAN team in March 2018
(permanent contract).
> A new Scientific Officer joined the
MedPAN team in September 2018
(permanent contract).

Magali Mabari
Communications
Officer

Emilie Grimaud, in charge of the logistics
of MedPAN events and Communications
Assistant, joined the MedPAN team
in June 2018 (18-month fixed-term
contract).
Wissem Seddik supports the MedPAN
Secretariat as part of his thesis on
Marine Spatial Planning and MPAs.

Pierre Vignes
Project Officer

Aurelia Changeant supported the
MedPAN Secretariat for communication
activities as part of a national civic
service for 1 month; she was replaced
by Lola Canizares for 3 months (will
continue in 2019).

Marianne Lang
Project Officer

Jordi Armengol Mas supported the team
during his internship of 2 months on
MPA data collection.

Reda Neveu
Database Management
Officer

Emilie Grimaud
in charge of the logistics
of MedPAN events and
Communications
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Several consultants supported the
work of the Secretariat during the year.
They contributed in particular to the
preparation of the regional training, the
development of the General Strategy
and Financial Strategy for 2019-2023,
the guides on the monitoring of fisheries
and marine turtles, the collection of
data on fisheries and habitats, the
scientific sections of the newsletter and
special publications, as well as drafting,
translating and publishing MedPAN
communication tools and documents.

Governing bodies of the
Organisation
The General Assembly took place on
November 12, 2018 in Palma (Spain). The
Advisory Committee was held on June 4,
2018 in Marseille (France). The Scientific
Committee was postponed until 2019.
The Board of Directors was held 6 times
by phone and 2 face-to-face meetings
were organized during the year (in
Marseille and Palma). The Bureau met
once in Marseille.
The Board of Directors was renewed at
the 2018 General Assembly.
Regular letters were sent to all members
and partners throughout the year to
inform them about the evolution of the
activities and to have their feedback
in particular on the MedPAN Strategy
but also to collect case studies for the
workshop and training on small-scale
fisheries, and also to ask them questions
about marine turtle monitoring.

Composition of the Board of Directors in 2018

Composition of the Scientific
Committee in 2018:

DEPANA, Spain: Chairman
> Representative: Mrs Purificació Canals, DEPANA member

> Joachim Claudet (President)

> Alternate: Mrs Marta Gumà Bondia, President

> Drosos Koutsoubas
> Giuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara

SPA/RAC, Tunisia: Honorary Vice-Chairman
> Representative: Mrs Souha EL ASMI, MPA Programme Manager

> Mustafa Fouda

> Alternate: Mrs Asma KHERIJI, Technical assistant within the MPA team

> Tundi Agardy
> Chedly Rais

Zakynthos Marine National Park, Greece: Vice-Chairman
> Representative: Mr Laurent SOURBES, Director

> Baki Yokes

> Alternate: Mr Haris Dimitriadis, Scientific Officer

> Ruthy Yahel

Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Nature Conservation, Slovenia: Secretary
General
> Representative: Mr Robert Turk, Head of the regional office in Piran

> Jean Michel Culioli
> Almokhtar Saied
> José Amengual Ramis

> Alternate: Mrs Tina Centrih Genov, Nature conservation expert

> Paolo Guidetti resigned from his
functions on September 2018

Port-Cros National Park: Treasurer
> Representative: Mr Marc Duncombe, Director

Composition of the Advisory
Committee in 2018:

> Alternate: Mrs Elodie Durand, Project Manager
WWF France, France
> Representative: Mrs Catherine Piante, Programme Manager

> SPA/RAC

> Alternate: Mr Denis Ody, Head of the Oceans Program

> ACCOBAMS
> WWF Mediterranean

City of Agde, France
> Representative: Mr Renaud Dupuy de la Grandrive, Director

> IUCN MED

> Alternate: Mrs Véronique Salgas, municipal councillor to marine environment

> Conservatoire du Littoral
> GFCM

High Commission on Water, Forest and Combating Desertification, Morocco
> Representative: Mr Abdennadi Abarkach, Engineer, responsible for the management
of protected areas
Agency for the Protection and Development of the Coastline (APAL), Tunisia

> FEDERPARCHI
> Plan Bleu
> Tour du Valat

> Representative: Mr Abdelmajid Bettaieb, Director
> Alternate: Mrs Saba Guellouz, Marine and Coastal Protected Areas programme
manager
Marine Protected Area of Torre del Cerrano, Italy

> MedWet
> MPA Torre del Cerrano – Adriapan
Network
> Sunce

> Representative: Mr Fabio Vallarola, Director
> Alternate: Mr Graziano Aretusi, Project Manager
WWF Mediterranean Programme Office, Italy
> Representative: Mr Giuseppe di Carlo, Director of the Mediterranean Marine Initiative
> Alternate: Mrs Marina Gomei, Project Manager
Cabrera National Park, General Direction of Natural Environment, Climate Change and
Environmental Education, of the Balearic Government, Spain
> Representative: Mr Jorge Moreno, Director of Cabrera National Park
Brijuni National Park, Croatia
> Representative: Mr Sandro Dujmovic, Biologist
> Alternate: Mr Marno Milotic, Director
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STRATEGIC AXIS 3

REINFORCE THE MEDPAN NETWORK’S SUSTAINABILITY,
PROMINENCE, GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 4

Develop a sustainable financial support for the MedPAN network activities whilst
giving support to the development of national and sub-regional and local MPA
funding mechanisms
Diversify the funding sources to
support MedPAN activities
A financial support for the 2018 activities
of MedPAN was obtained from several
partners:MAVA Foundation, through its
strategy on fisheries, marine turtles
and coastal wetlands and related
marine habitats, as well as its support
for organisational development,FFEM
through the new "COGITO" project,
> UN Environment/MAP (financed
by the European Commission - DG
NEAR) through the MedMPA Network
project,
> Prince Albert II of Monaco
Foundation,
> French Biodiversity Agency,
> City of Marseille (France)
> General Council of Bouches du Rhône
(France)
The 3 projects under the Interreg MED
Programme: FishMPABlue2, DestiMED
and ACT4LITTER.

Develop services for managers
to increase their ability to obtain
project funding

Develop a regional trust fund
supporting the actions of the
Network and those of MPAs

A monitoring of funding opportunities
was carried out and shared with the
relevant MPAs. MedPAN launched a
call for expressions of interest towards
French MPAs to submit project ideas to
the PUR Project.

MedPAN continued to support this
initiative led by the Association for the
Sustainable Financing of Mediterranean
MPAs (M2PA). MedPAN is a member of
the Association’s Board of Directors. This
Association is a
platform of cooperation aimed at the
creation of a trust fund-type funding
mechanism that should help develop
and sustainably improve the
management of MPAs in the
Mediterranean. It is open to countries
that have
confirmed their commitment to pursue
an ambitious policy for MPAs and
explicitly expressed their support to
the initiative (to date: Albania, Croatia,
France, Monaco, Morocco, Tunisia and
Spain) and to regional organisations
involved in the conservation of the
marine and coastal ecosystems of
the Mediterranean (such as SPA/
RAC, MedPAN, WWF Mediterranean,
IUCN Mediterranean, PIM Initiative,
Conservatoire du Littoral).
MedPAN contributed to the technical
workshop of experience-sharing with
other environmental funds and to the
launch meeting of the GEF project
and the FFEM project that support
the initiative, organised in Monaco, as
well as to various technical meetings
organised remotely.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

MedPAN contributed to the Board of
Directors meetings of the Association,
to its General Assembly, but also to
the recruitment meetings for the
Administrative and Financial assistant
position.
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OVERVIEW OF THE TIME
DEDICATED BY MEDPAN STAFF
TO 2018 ACTIVITIES

Project support
(INTERREG, call for small projects)

33%

Association life / Functionning

26%

MedPAN events

13%

MAPAMED / Monitoring

10%

Partnerships

7%

Communication
tools

11%
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PERSPECTIVES
2019 will be marked by the start
of the implementation of the new
MedPAN Strategy for 2019-2023.

© M.MABARI / MedPAN

The network will need to strengthen its technical
support to the Mediterranean MPAs, in particular by
the regular training mechanism, the continuation
of the call for small projects, support for follow-up
on the fishing and marine turtles, while developing
its strategic support to MPAs at the European,
Mediterranean and international levels.
The annual workshop for the exchange of experience
2019 MedPAN will be organized on the theme of
management
of mobile species by MPAs. The MedPAN financial
action plan to ensure the continuation of the
network's actions over the period of the new strategy
will be one of the challenges for the year 2019!
The year 2019 will finally be the start of the
preparation of the 2020 Forum of the Mediterranean
MPAs and the evaluation of the Roadmap in 2020. For
this purpose, a new data collection will be launched
with the AMPs in 2019.
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2018 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Personnel expenses

Frais administratifs
Amortisation

Taxes
Equipements
Printing
Phone / Internet
Auditor
Service provision

Office rent
Rentals
Sub contracting

Fees

Expenditures
EN 2018 FFECTIVE EXPENDITURE AMOUNTED TO 840,070 €

391 591 € : MedPAN Secretariat personnel
expense.
101 128 € : Service provision
185 856 € : Expenses
Travel, meal and accommodations costs
which include the expenses of the MedPAN
Secretariat team and the costs covered for
the people who participated in the steering
committees, the 2018 annual MedPAN
exchange workshop, the conference on socioeconomic benefits, the Scientific Committee,
the Advisory Committee, and the MedPAN
Board of Directors.
7 287 € : Sub-contracting
It includes the back-up system for staff
computers, the maintenance of the facilities,
various communication services
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11 758 € : Rentals
It includes the expenses related to the
equipment rented for the MedPAN Secretariat
premises and for meetings outside those
premises.
18 704 € : Office rent
18 142 € of fees for an external auditor as
well as the hiring of an accountant within the
group of employers that MedPAN is part of.
13 339 € or MedPAN Secretariat phone and
internet costs.
4 440 € or the printing of communication
documents.

1 714 € for the purchase of equipment
and materials for the MedPAN Secretariat
premises.
18 684 € for taxes and charges.
1 558 € for amortisations (computer systems,
website…).
65 866 € for other administrative costs
(insurance, documentation, postage, bank
commissions, financial expenses and other
exceptional charges…)

Financial products
MAVA foundation

Members fees
In-kind
Reimbursed expenses
FFEM
French local authorities
UNIFORMATION
Agence Française pour la
Biodiversité

Albert II of Monaco
foundation

UNEP/PAM

European Funds / INTERREG MED projects

Income
THE MEDPAN ORGANISATION BENEFITS FROM SEVERAL FUNDING SOURCES
CORRESPONDING TO A TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF €790,502
51,56% of income come from the MAVA
foundation (619 365 €).
8,39% from UN Environment/MAP (100 820 €)

2,16% from FFEM (26 000 €)
0,56% from reimbursed expenses
(4 369€).

24,93 % from European Funds / INTERREG
MED projects (299 427 €).

0,13 % from in-kind (1 025€).

4,66% from the Albert II of Monaco foundation
(55 961 €).

0,02% from financial products (148€).

6,24% from l’Agence Française pour la
Biodiversité (75 000 €).

The organisation also benefited from
voluntary contributions in the amount of
14 625 €

0,27 % from UNIFORMATION (2 128 €).

0,39% from MedPAN members fees (3 044€).

1,08% from several French local authorities:
City of Marseille (€10,000), the General
Council of the Bouches du Rhône (€3,000) for
a total contribution of €13,000.
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MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, EVENTS IN WHICH MEDPAN
PARTICIPATED IN 2018
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Date

Lieu

Conférences ou événement

29-30/01

Jordan

Union for the Mediterranean Environment Task Force

23-25/01

Marseille (France)

Technical meetings of DestiMED project with the pilot sites

30-31/01

Brussels (Belgium)

Final workshop of the European project on Transatlantic cooperation between MPAs

30-31/01

Rome (Italy)

Coordination meeting of MAVA project partners on fisheries

6-7/02

Madrid (Spain)

Brainstorming meeting on thenetwork of MPA managers in Spain

6-9/02

Montreal (Canada)

Meeting of CBD experts on the Aichi 11 target, MPAs and and other effective
conservation measures

14/02

Malaga (Spain)

Meeting of the MEET association

13-14/02

Barcelona (Spain)

Steering committee ACT4LITTER project

19-23/02

Jijel (Algeria)

Regional meeting of small-scale fishers and Mediterranean MPA managers

23/02

Carry le Rouet (France)

Meeting with the pilot site of Côte Bleue Marine Park in the scope of FishMPABlue2
project

26/02

Arles (France)

Meeting with the pilot site of Camargue Park in the scope of DestiMED project

6-9/03

Split (Croatia)

Steering committee of DestiMED project

11-13/03

Israel

Scientific Committee meeting of an MPA

21-23/03

Marseille (France)

Face-to-face MedPAN’s Board of Directors and Bureau

27/03

Cassis (France)

Technical workshop of MPA managers of the Mediterranean coast

12-13 / 04

Monaco

Board of Directors of the Association for the Sustainable Financing of Mediterranean
MPAs (M2PA); exchange meeting with other environmental funds; international meeting
of aquariums for MPAs; launch of the GEF support project for M2PA

3-4/05

Monastir (Tunisia)

Coordination meeting of MAVA project partners on marine turtles

15/05

Marseille (France)

Albanian delegation hosted by MedPAN under the Interreg MED programme

16-17/05

Pisa (Italy)

ACT4LITTER project associated partners group meeting

16-18/05

Montenegro

Meeting of the Mediterranean biodiversity community (PANACeA project)

18/05

Marseille (France)

Announcement of World Conservation Congress 2020

18/05

Marseille (France)

Sea festival (Mer en fête)

23-24/05

Rome (Italy)

FishMPABlue2 project steering committee and meeting of associated project partners

29/05

Brussels (Belgium)

EEAC Working Group on maritime affairs - workshop called "The role of science in
strengthening integrated policy approach for our seas and oceans II".
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4/06

Marseille (France)

MedPAN Advisory Committee

4-9/06

Arles (France)

Trial of the ecotourism package in the Parc de Camargue as part of the DestiMED
project

26-29/06

Vlora (Albania)

DestiMED project steering committee

12-14/06

Torre Guaceto (Italy)

Exchange visit on small-scale fisheries in MPAs organized by MedPAN as part of the
FishMPABlue2 project, MedPAN MPA Working Group on marine turtles

18/06

Brussels (Belgium)

Meeting with the European Commission (DG Environment) concerning MedPAN’s 2018
workshop

27/06

Marseille (France)

Humans and Cetaceans meeting organized by the GIS3M

27-29/06

Boulogne sur mer (France)

International Conference on the High Seas

2-7/07

Montreal (Canada)

SBSTTA of the CBD

10/07

Rome (Italy)

Partners coordination meeting of MAVA’s fisheries project on the Adriatic

11-12/07

Barcelona (Spain)

ACT4LITTER project steering committee

18/07

Online

Steering committee of MedPAN’s 2018 workshop

18/07

Barcelona (Spain)

Working group on co-management organised by LIFE Platform

25-26/09

Malta

High level meeting on small-scale fisheries organised by GFCM

9-11/10

Telascica (Croatia)

MedPAN regional training on small-scale fisheries organised as part of the
FishMPABlue2 project, and exchange visit

16-19/10

Croatia

6th Mediterranean Conference on Marine Turtles

15-19/10

Tanger (Morocco)

Mediterranean Sustainable Oceans Initiative of the CBD (SOI)

12/11

Palma (Spain)

MedPAN General Assembly

13-15/11

Palma (Spain)

MedPAN’s 2018 annual regional experience-sharing workshop as part of the
FishMPABlue2 project

16/11

Ibiza (Spain)

Exchange visit as part of the FishMPABlue2 project

17-29/11

Sharm El-Sheikh (Egypte)

COP14 of the CBD

4-5/12

Malaga (Spain)

DestiMED project steering committee

4/12

Monaco

General Assembly of the Association for the Sustainable Financing of Mediterranean
MPAs, M2PA

10-14/12

Rome (Italy)

Fish Forum: fisheries science; organised by GFCM
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MEMBERS AND PARTNERS OF THE MEDPAN ORGANISATION IN 2018
The organisations with an asterisc (*) are partners of the organisation

Algeria

-

Commissariat National du Littoral
National Park of El Khala
National Park of Gouraya
National Park of Taza
* “Barbarous” association
* “Le Dauphin” association
* National Scientific Association of Young people
“Discovery of Nature”

Croatia

-

Brijuni National Park
Kornati National Park FM
Lastovo Islands Nature Park Public Institution
Mljet National Park
Public Institution for Management of Nature
protected areas in Dubrovnik Neretva County
Public Institution of Priroda
Public Institution for Management of protected
areas in Šibenik-Knin County
Public Institution for Management of Protected
Areas in ZADAR
Telašçica Nature Park Public Institution
* Blue World Institute of Marine Research and
Conservation
* Sunce - Association for Nature, Environment
and Sustainable Development

Cyprus
- Department of Fisheries and Marine
Research (DFMR) – Ministry of Agriculture,
Natural Resources and Environment
Egypt
-E
 gyptian Environmental Affairs Agency FM
France

- Calanques National Park
- City of Agde - MPA of the Posidonia of Cap d’Agde
(ADENA FM)
- City of Antibes Juan-les-Pins
- City of Marseille
- Cities of the Saint-Tropez gulf - Marine Observatory department: “Corniche Varoise” MPA
- Corsican Environment Office - Natural Reserve
of the Straight of Bonifacio
- Corsican Natural Regional Park – Natural Reserve of Scandola
- Conseil Général Pyrénées Orientales - Cerberes
Banyuls Reserve
- Port-Cros National Park FM
- Regional Natural Park of Camargue
- WWF France foundation FM
- * Conservatoire du Littoral – International Unit
- * French Biodiversity Agency
- * Grouper Study Group
- * Mediterranean Small Islands Initiative
- * Medwet
- * Plan Bleu
- * Planète Mer
- * Septentrion Environnement

- * Souffleurs d’Ecume
- * Tour du Valat

Malta
- * Malta Environment and Planning Authority

Greece

Morocco

- Axios Delta Management Authority
- Karpathos and Saria Protected Area Management Agency
- Management Body of the National Marine Park of
Alonnisos Northern Sporades
- Management Body of Samaria (White Mountains)
National Park
- Zakynthos National Park FM
- * WWF Greece

Israel

- Nature and Parks Authority
- * Eco-ocean

Italy

- Cinque Terre National Park
- City of Alghero: MPA of Capo Caccia-Isola Piana
- City of Cabras - Manager of the MPA of “Penisola
del Sinis - Isola di Mal di Ventre”
- Consortium of Management of Portofino MPA
- Consortium of the Marine Reserve Punta Campanella
- Consortium of Management of Torre Guaceto
- Gargano National Park Authority : Natural Marine Reserve of Tremiti islands
- MPA of the Egadi Islands
- MPA of the Bergeggi Island
- MPA of Tavolara Punta Coda Cavallo
- MPA of Torre del Cerrano
- MPA of Ustica
- Municipality of Lampedusa and Linosa – Isole
Pelagie MPA
- Municipality of San Benedetto del Tronto
- Plemmirio MPA Consortium
- Porto Cesareo MPA management Consortium
- Province of Crotone – MPA of Capo Rizzuto
- Regional Park Migliarino San Rossore Massaciuccoli – MPA of « Secche della Meloria »
- Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici di Napoli
- Public Authority in charge of the marine parks
of Baia et Gaiola
- Tuscany Archipelago National Park
- Villasimius Municipality - Management Body of
Capo Carbonara MPA
- WWF Italy - Miramare Marine Reserve FM
- * Cetacean Studies Center
- * “DelTA” association
- * FEDERPARCHI – Italian Federation of Natural
Parks and Reserves
- * General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean (GFCM)
- * Interdisciplinary Study Center Gaiola onlus
- * WWF Mediterranean Programme Office

Lebanon

- PINRC - Palm Islands Nature Reserve Committee
- Tyre Coast Natural Reserve
- * Environment Protection Committee (EPC)

Libya
- * Environmental General Authority – EGA

MedPAN
58 quai du Port - 13002 Marseille - France
+33 4 91 52 34 33 - medpan@medpan.org - www.medpan.org

AVEC LE SOUTIEN FINANCIER DE :

*

* PNUE/PAM à travers le projet “MedMPA network” financé par l’Union Européenne

- * AGIR Association
- * Haut Commissariat aux Eaux et Forêts et à la
lutte contre la désertification
- * RODPAL - Network of NGOs in the National
Park of Al Hoceima

Monaco

- Nature Protection Association in Monaco
- * ACCOBAMS

Montenegro

- * MEDCEM - Mediterranean Center for Environmental Monitoring
- * “Posidonia Center for Development and Resources” NGO

Slovenia

- I nstitute of the Republic of Slovenia for Nature
Conservation FM
- P ublic Institute Landscape Park Strunjan

- * Morigenos - Slovenian Marine Mammals
Society

Spain

- Andalucia regional authority
- Cabrera National Park, General Direction of
Natural Environment, Climate Change and Environmental Education, of the Balearic Government
- DEPANA - League for the Defense of the Natural
Heritage
- Government of Catalonia
- National Parks Authority - Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment (OAPN)
- * Columbares association
- * Fundacion Biodiversidad
- * Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment.
General Secretariat of Fisheries
- * IUCN - International Union for Conservation of
Nature - Mediterranean Centre for Cooperation

Tunisia
- * RAC/SPA - Regional Activity Center for
Specially Protected Areas
- * Coastal Protection and Development Agency
(APAL)
- * Notre grand Bleu association
Turkey

-

WWF Turkey FM
 Mediterranean Conservation Society
*
* SAD - Underwater Research Society
* TUDAV - Turkish Marine
Research
Foundation

FM

Founding Members
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Albania
- National Agency of Protected Areas
- * APAWA - Association for Protection of Aquatic
Wildlife of Albania
- * INCA - Institute for Nature Conservation in
Albania
- * Ministry of Environment
- * Royal Albanian Foundation

